Each year we post a list of student accomplishments during the academic year. Here are their publications, conference presentations and awards for academic year 2010-2011.

Chapeau!

Karen Fresco, Head


-----. “Ut pictura poesis atque suppelex: Furniture as Art in Gilles Corrozet’s Blasons domestiques (1539).” International Society for Emblem Studies Conference, University of Glasgow, Scotland, June 27-July 1, 2011.

-----. Travel grant to attend MLA Convention, Los Angeles, January 2011. (Department of French)

-----. Travel grant to attend MLA Convention, Los Angeles, January 2011 (MLA)

-----. Travel grant to attend Newberry Library Graduate Student Conference, Spring 2011 (Newberry Library)


-----. Travel grant to attend 20th/21st Century French and Francophone Studies International Colloquium, San Francisco (Graduate College)

-----. IPRH Prize for Research in the Humanities 2010-11–Best Graduate Student Research: “Images of Empire: Colonial Cartogrtaphic Cinema in Interwar France.”


------. National Science Foundation Dissertation Improvement Grant, “Oral Articulation of French Nasal Vowels”

------. Travel grant to attend Conference on Phonetic Universals, Leipzig (Graduate College)


------. Travel grant to attend Boston University Conference on Language Development (Department of French)

------. Travel grant to attend Phonlex Conference, Toulouse, France (Graduate College)

Nicola Dach. Foreign Languages and Area Studies Fellowship, CSAMES, to study Arabic at Qalam Wa Lawh Center, Rabat, Morocco, Summer 2010

------. Fellowship for dissertation advancement, spring-summer 2011 (Department of French)

Patricia Dimit. Dartmouth Summer Institute of French Cultural Studies, June 20-July 19, 2011 (subvention from Department of French)


------. Travel grant to attend 20th/21st Century French and Francophone Studies International Colloquium, San Francisco (Department of French)

------. Travel grant to attend MLA Convention, Los Angeles, January 2011 (Department of French)


------. Travel grant to attend Association for the Study of Modern and Contemporary France Annual Conference, “La France et la crise,” Nottingham Trent University, UK (Graduate College)

------. Travel grant to attend MLA Convention, Los Angeles, January 2011 (Department of French)

Michael Foster. Commitment Award, Upward Bound College Prep Academy, UIUC, July 2010.

-----. Listed as teacher ranked ‘excellent,’ Center for Teaching Excellence, Fall 2010.


-----. Listed as teacher ranked ‘excellent,’ Center for Teaching Excellence, Fall 2010.

-----. Grant from the School of Literatures, Cultures and Linguistics to revise language placement test, 2011-12.


-----. Fellowship for dissertation advancement, summer 2011 (Department of French)

**Azeb Haileselassie.** Contributions to *Regardons! and Chantons!* features in the *Culture interactive* section of *En Avant!*


**Jessica Jacobson.** Listed as teacher ranked ‘excellent,’ Center for Teaching Excellence, Fall 2010.


-----. Junior K. A. Looney Teaching Excellence Award, 2010-2011 (Department of French)

**Arnaud Perret.** Senior K. A. Looney Teaching Excellence Award, 2010-2011 (Department of French)

-----. Fellowship for dissertation advancement, Spring 2011 (Department of French)

-----. SCLC Dissertation Completion Fellowship for AY 2011-12 (SCLC)